
We’re illuminating the path to safer and more efficient automobile loading 
and unloading on Rail. Introducing our cutting-edge Autorack Lighting 
system – the ultimate solution for seamless automobile transportation.

Did you know that nearly 75% of the new cars and 
light trucks purchased in the U.S. are transported via 
freight rail each year? That’s a massive responsibility, 
and it’s a responsibility we take seriously. Our 
Autorack Lighting system is designed to revolutionize 
the way railcars are prepared ahead of loading 
automobiles, ensuring a smoother and safer process.

Imagine a scenario: it’s dark, you’re preparing to load 
an automobile into a railcar, and you’re armed with 
nothing but a flashlight clenched in your mouth.  
Or maybe you’re sticking your head out the window, 
desperately trying to align the auto inside the railcar 
while ensuring safety and avoiding any potential 
damage. It’s a challenging situation, to say the least. 
But with INPS Autorack Lighting, these struggles 
become a thing of the past.

Say goodbye to makeshift solutions and hello to 
efficiency and safety. With INPS Autorack Lighting, 
you can enjoy the following benefits:

Precision Loading and Unloading: Our lighting 
system ensures that you can accurately position 
vehicles within railcars, minimizing the risk of  
damage during transit.

Enhanced Safety: Loading and unloading automobiles 
in poorly lit conditions can be dangerous. Our lighting 
solution illuminates the railcar interior, providing a 
safer working environment for your team.

Streamlined Operations: No more struggling with 
handheld flashlights or risky maneuvers. Our lighting 
system makes the entire process more efficient, 
reducing loading times and increasing productivity.

Compatibility: Our lighting solution is designed to 
serve the majority of automobile manufacturing plants 
across North America, including those in Georgia, 
Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, and Texas. Wherever you are, 
INPS Rail Solutions has you covered.

Flexibility in Power Options: Power your Autorack 
Lighting using a mobile generator or a simple plug 
into a receptacle. Enjoy convenience and versatility 
without compromising on performance.

We understand the unique challenges faced by the 
automobile transportation industry, and our mission 
is to provide innovative solutions that address these 
challenges head-on. With INPS Autorack Lighting, 
you’re investing in a brighter, safer, and more efficient 
future for automobile rail transportation.

Revolutionizing  
Autorack Lighting for Effortless 
Automobile Loading and Unloading

Welcome to INPS Rail Solutions

Ready to embrace the future of automobile loading and unloading?  
Contact us today to learn more about how INPS Rail Solutions can  
revolutionize your railcar operations with our advanced Autorack Lighting system. 
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Our state-of-the-art lighting solution 
is a game-changer in the automobile 
transportation industry. Say goodbye 
to flashlight struggles and hello to 
seamless, illuminated excellence.


